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1. For Wheat (0011) under Insurance Plans = 01, 02, 03 (RPHPE), 31, 32, and 33 - If the Type is 011 or Type is 997 and State Code = 05, 08, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30, 31, 39, 40 or 47 then the Seed Cycle is "F" (Fall). Otherwise, the Seed Cycle is "S" (Spring).

2. For Wheat (0011) if not under Insurance Plans = 01, 02, 03 (RPHPE), 31, 32, and 33 - If the Type is 011, then the Seed Cycle is "F" (Fall).

3. For Raisins (0037) - The Seed Cycle is "F" (Fall).

4. For Barley (0091) - If the Type = 091 and the State = 16, 41 or 53, then the Type is 011 and the Seed Cycle is "F" (Fall).

5. Set Seed Cycle Code to 'F' when Commodity Code is '0154' and Location County Code is '111' and Location State Code is '06' and Practice Code is one of the following values: '211', '977', '978'.

6. Set Seed Cycle Code to 'S' when Commodity Code is '0154' and Location County Code is '111' and Location State Code is '06' and Practice Code is one of the following values: '706', '985', '986'.

7. Set Seed Cycle Code to 'S' when Commodity Code is '0075'.

8. Set Seed Cycle Code to 'F' when Commodity Code is '0332' and Valid Practice Code is one of the following values: '625', '626', '633', '634', '635', '636', '637'.

9. Set Seed Cycle Code to 'S' when Commodity Code is '0332' and Valid Practice Code is one of the following values: '627', '628', '629', '630', '631', '632', '638'.

10. If the Seed Cycle Code is still empty at this step, the it is determined as follows:

   a. If the year of the acreage reported date is equal to the Reinsurance Year and the Month of the acreage reported date is less than 10 then the Seed Cycle is "S" (Spring).

   b. Otherwise, the Seed Cycle is "F" (Fall).